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When it comes to causing health inequalities, environmental considerations play a significant role. Food, transport, green space and the built environment are all factors which can narrow or widen the health gap between rich and poor communities.

But the Sustainable Development Commission believes that the environmental causes of health inequalities are still being under-appreciated. And that means policy makers are missing the co-benefits available from a holistic approach that can create a better environment and healthier people at the same time.

This is not just wishful thinking; the evidence is clear. Drawing on a significant body of research from a range of disciplines, this report sheds light on the close links between unsustainable development and health inequalities and promotes the co-benefits of spreading responsibility for health beyond the health care community.

Such an approach is the only way forward. As well as established environmental causes of ill health such as air pollution, noise and poor quality urban design, climate change presents a serious risk to health and wellbeing and will have a disproportionate impact on already disadvantaged groups. Without careful consideration, responses to climate change may increase negative effects on poorer groups. At the same time, traditional income-driven approaches to tackling inequalities may increase carbon emissions.

If we are to reduce health inequalities and tackle climate change, we need a new political approach, built around the insights of sustainable development, in which everybody has equal chances to flourish, within the bounds of finite ecological resources and an expanding global population. Economic, environmental and social policies should be co-ordinated proactively by government so they work together to promote a supportive ecosystem and social justice, and reduce health inequalities.

As so often, prevention and shared responsibility are key. The Sustainable Development Commission calls upon policy makers and practitioners in central and local government – whether or not they have ‘health’ or ‘sustainable development’ in their job title – to start thinking about how their work can reduce health inequalities and promote sustainable development.

We hope this report provides you with the evidence you need to make the change, and we welcome your feedback.

Sustainable Development Commission
February 2010
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1. Summary

While the health of the nation’s population has markedly improved over the last 150 years, significant health inequalities – defined as ‘systematic differences in health status between different socio-economic groups’ – remain.

Health inequalities are a symptom of other forms of inequity and unfairness in our society, and achieving health equity is therefore a matter of social justice.

Sustainable development provides a logical starting point and an essential analytical framework for finding ways to reduce health inequalities. This report explains what sustainable development is, why it matters for health inequalities, and how it can lead to practical implications for policy-making.

Sustainable development is understood in terms of the five Guiding Principles set out by Government. These concern environment, society, economy, governance and knowledge.

These guiding principles offer a systemic framework which is extremely relevant for tackling health inequalities. It is consistent with the ‘social model’ of health, but extends and strengthens it by emphasising:

- A long-term perspective, drawing attention to the needs and claims of future generations and inter-generational equity
- A focus on the environmental determinants of health and health inequalities, especially the effects of climate change

- A concern with alternatives to today’s economic growth in order to achieve long-term sustainability, equity and improved well-being
- Opportunities for investing in synergistic measures or co-benefits that reduce environmental damage, promote social justice and narrow health inequalities at one stroke
- Policies and actions that improve life for the poorest people in the global population
- The importance of having a clear vision of where we want to be by 2025.

Against the background of the ‘big picture’ challenges of climate change and an unsustainable economy, this report provides detailed evidence for the health equity and sustainable development co-benefits available in four sectors: food, transport, green space and the built environment. The report concludes with recommendations for central and local government and an outline of the way ahead for a prevention-driven health system in the future.
Unhealthy living, noisy, polluted and ‘obesogenic’ environments create a vicious circle of chronic ill-health, which reduces individual and collective wellbeing. These issues also serve to increase the carbon footprint of individuals and the NHS and undermine the long-term viability of the health system.

In the developed world, healthcare services tend to be highly resource-intensive. If people in lower socio-economic groups enjoyed the same level of health as those in higher groups, there would be fewer people leading unhealthy lives and requiring healthcare. This would help to reduce healthcare costs and the carbon footprint of the NHS, and save money for treating unavoidable illness and tackling the causes of health inequalities. An approach to healthcare which, for example, favours community-based primary care and embraces the principles of good corporate citizenship, can help to address the root causes of inequalities and thus in the long term lower the resource intensity of healthcare.

Investing public funds in measures such as active travel, promoting green spaces and healthy eating will yield co-benefits for both health and carbon emissions. But opportunities for healthy, low-carbon living should be distributed in ways that favour people with low incomes and so help to reduce their vulnerability to ill-health.

Success requires strong local partnerships, a broader sense of responsibility for health and wellbeing and systematic engagement between the NHS and regional development agencies, local and regional government and social care.

Area inequalities suggest that where a person lives affects how well that person lives now and in the future, and even their life expectancy. A neighbourhood’s physical (pollution, traffic, noise, access to amenities) and social (individual and collective attitudes and behaviours) infrastructures all impact on health.

There is a powerful relationship between local measures of deprivation and reduced life expectancy; the gap between rich and poor areas increasing in the 1980s and 1990s. Vulnerable groups such as children and ethnic minorities suffer particularly in urban communities, as do people living in deprived rural areas.

**Climate change**

Climate change presents serious risks to health and wellbeing for all, as highlighted recently by the Lancet and the WHO. Poorer social groups are more likely to be more exposed to these risks, to have fewer resources to cushion their effects, and to lack insurance against them.

Responses to climate change must be carefully considered, since they may affect health positively or negatively. Poorer groups will suffer disproportionately from regressive taxing and pricing regimes, and they often tend to be less able to respond readily to campaigns that encourage behaviour change. Measures intended to respond to climate change must not widen health inequalities. Similarly, efforts to reduce health inequalities should seek to reduce carbon emissions.

**Sustainable economy**

A sustainable economy cannot be achieved through continuing economic growth as we know it, at least not in developed countries such as the UK. An immediate transformation in the nature of growth and consumption is required. Growth cannot be sufficiently ‘decoupled’ from its social and environmental externalities, and from emissions of CO2 in particular. These two aspects of achieving a sustainable economy pose important challenges to economic policy.
As previous work from the Sustainable Development Commission has argued, prosperity does not depend on constant increases in economic growth, but is best defined by people’s capability to flourish physically, psychologically and socially. Prosperity has undeniable material dimensions, but the current culture of consumption acts as a barrier to enabling people to flourish in less materialistic ways. Tackling these barriers can help to reduce many of the social and economic variables that determine health inequalities.

Routes to improving health and reducing health inequalities are found through creating conditions that allow everyone equal opportunity to flourish, within limits set by finite ecological resources and an expanding global population. Social, environmental and economic policies are interdependent and mutually reinforcing, and need to be co-ordinated proactively by government so that they work together to reduce health inequalities and promote social justice at national and international levels.

**Food**
Food is a key contributor to health inequalities and carbon emissions. Poorer social groups are less likely to have access to a healthy diet. Food accounts for 19 per cent of total consumption-related greenhouse gas emissions in the UK. Energy-intensive foods tend to have more negative health impacts. Reducing the energy intensity of production systems and supply chains will help to address climate change, increase food security and reduce vulnerability to price increases to which poorer social groups are particularly exposed. Sustainable food policy can therefore bring multiple benefits in regard to health and to climate change mitigation.

Issues of affordability and physical accessibility are also important when considering health inequalities. Corporate practices within the food system and government policies must encourage and enable healthy and sustainable food choices – through public procurement but also using fiscal and other policy mechanisms. Local food initiatives should be encouraged. A sustainable food system that can supply safe, healthy food with positive social benefits and low environmental impacts is vital for increased health equity.

**Transport**
Modern society’s dependence on motorised transport is detrimental to health and wellbeing, health equity, and the environment. Transport accounts for approximately 29 per cent of the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions, and contributes significantly to some of today’s greatest challenges to public health in England. These include the burden of road traffic injuries; physical inactivity, with all the consequent effects on obesity, chronic disease and mental ill health; the adverse effect of traffic on social cohesiveness; and the impact of outdoor air and noise pollution. Recent analysis in Sweden shows how drastically the negative health impacts of road transport systems are currently underestimated.

Many of these risks are strongly linked to socio-economic status. Road traffic injuries have one of the steepest gradients in relation to poverty and unemployment, and many of the environmental impacts, including air pollution and community dislocation, tend to fall disproportionately on poorer populations. Because of this, national or city-wide initiatives must be designed to benefit the whole population, but prioritise those from lower socio-economic groups.

There are many other measures of proven efficacy which may help to reduce inequalities if appropriately targeted. Urgent and profound changes in the transport sector therefore represent an opportunity to improve public health and reduce health inequalities, while reducing both carbon emissions and dependence on continued economic growth.

**Green spaces**
Access to green spaces will directly and indirectly benefit health and wellbeing, especially for lower socio-economic groups. Proximity to, and time spent in, the natural environment has a strong positive impact on factors such as number of health
complaints, perceived general health, stress, blood pressure, mental health and rates of recovery from surgery. The presence of green space also has indirect benefits, by encouraging physical activity, social contact and integration, and children’s play; by improving air quality; and by reducing urban heat island effects.

Green spaces are unequally distributed across socio-economic groups, with poorer social groups having, in general, lower access. Recent research suggests that, across England, income-related inequality in health (from all-cause mortality and mortality from circulatory disease) is less pronounced in populations with greater exposure to green spaces. The types of health determinants and conditions that are most influenced by green space (such as physical activity, obesity, mental health, circulatory disease and asthma) are very significant for health inequalities. More equal access to green space could thus be key to reducing health inequalities – a preventative and synergistic approach that has social, environmental and economic benefits.

The Built Environment
In addition to transport and green space, a focus on the built environment offers particular health equity and sustainable development co-benefits through improving domestic energy efficiency and other household conditions e.g. damp. Retrofitting existing homes will improve heart and respiratory illness, lower the number of cold-related deaths, lift poor people out of fuel poverty, improve wellbeing and help reduce carbon emissions.

Accessible local facilities, such as shops, pubs, schools and libraries, can provide opportunities for social interaction, help create a sense of community and provide employment, all factors in health inequalities. Evidence consistently shows that people who have easy access to facilities for physical activity – cycle paths, local parks and other green spaces, beaches, or recreation centres – are more likely to be active than those who don’t. The particular access requirements of disabled people should also be considered.

The design of the built environment can influence levels of crime and feelings of safety and there is a strong correlation between crime, poverty and ill health. Landscaping, street lighting and improvements to local parks and playgrounds all encourage people onto the street, increasing natural surveillance and social cohesion.

A Sustainable Health System
A sustainable health system must embrace the framework set out in this paper and focus on prevention, with a broader accountability for health at all levels of delivery. The English health service, in partnership with other public, private and voluntary sector organisations, can work to reverse the trend towards obesogenic environments and instead encourage sustainable communities. This will bring multiple benefits for climate change as well as other environmental issues such as air pollution which influence health and wellbeing, and health inequalities.

There is a strong relationship between primary care, income inequality and mortality, and levels of provision are currently unequally distributed. There is a strong case for community-based services gaining much more prominence, leading to improved access to health services, increased social capital, low carbon pathways and a robust model in terms of ensuring the long-term viability of the health system. Self-care also represents a low carbon care pathway with very strong evidence for health benefits resulting in reduction in visits to GPs and in use of medicines.

NHS organisations can show the wider public sector – indeed, all sectors – how to embrace sustainable development and tackle the determinants of health inequalities through their day-to-day business – an approach known as ‘good corporate citizenship’. Successful outcomes have been demonstrated, for example through employment programmes, local food procurement and GP referral to time banks.

A sustainable health system in a sustainable, low-carbon economy will promote wellbeing for all, focus on prevention, make better use of human resources, promote equitable, low-carbon living and ‘good corporate citizenship’, and judge success in terms of medium and long-term effects on society, economy and environment. Bristol City Council’s innovative approach embedding a public health expert in the transport department shows the benefits of a shared responsibility for health inequalities and smarter partnership working.
2.

Health inequalities: A timely agenda

2.1 Introduction

While the health of the nation’s population has significantly improved over the last 150 years, huge health inequalities – defined as ‘systematic differences in health status between different socio-economic groups’ – remain. Life expectancy and infant mortality indicators reveal the health gap persists and has even in some cases increased, although there are some welcome recent signs of stabilisation.

Life expectancy for males in Kensington and Chelsea was 84 years in 2005-07 while in Greenwich it was 75. There are even greater inequalities evident at ward level with male life expectancy in Tottenham Green in Haringey being 17 years less than that of 88 years in Queen’s Gate in Kensington and Chelsea (based on 2002-2006 data).

Examining a broader range of indicators reveals a similar pattern, with inequalities evident not only in length of life but also quality of life. Mental health, self-reported health, morbidity and disability-free life expectancy also demonstrate social gradients.

While socio-economic group (income) is used to define health inequalities, these gradients (differences) exist across a number of social and demographic factors such as social class, occupation and parental occupation, level of education, housing conditions, neighbourhood quality, geographic region, gender and ethnicity.

Health inequalities are a symptom of other forms of inequity and unfairness in our society, and achieving health equity is therefore a matter of social justice.


In November 2008, Professor Sir Michael Marmot was asked to advise the Secretary of State for Health on the future development of a health inequalities strategy in England post-2010 which was published in February 2010. It includes a comprehensive discussion of the extent and nature of health inequalities, and as previously noted, the intention of this SDC report is not to replicate this.

Social determinants of health
The Marmot Review follows the 2008 publication of Closing the Gap in a Generation, the report from the Global Commission on Social Determinants of Health (CSDH), also chaired by Professor Sir Michael Marmot. It draws on the approach of the CSDH which argues that “health inequalities are the result of a complex system operating at global, national, and local levels which shapes the way society, at national and local level, organises its affairs and embodies different forms of social position and hierarchy. The place people occupy on the social hierarchy affects their level of exposure to health-damaging factors, their vulnerability to ill health, and the consequences of ill health.”

The Marmot Review sets out recommendations to reduce health inequalities and achieve two significant policy goals, which are to ‘create an enabling society that maximises individual and community potential’ and to ‘ensure social justice, equity and sustainability are at the heart of all policies’.

Prevention
Whilst the importance of ill health prevention is widely accepted in theory, in practice only four per cent of the NHS budget is dedicated to that end. The Marmot Review certainly argues that ill health prevention must be strengthened and tailored to address health inequalities. It also places great emphasis on the importance of developing effective delivery mechanisms to address health inequalities across the whole system, beyond just the NHS. A more detailed outline of how the NHS and partners can take a preventative approach to health inequalities is included in Section 5.2.
Sustainable development:

The key to tackling health inequalities
3.1 What is sustainable development?

Sustainable development provides a logical starting point and an essential analytical framework for finding ways to reduce health inequalities. The rest of this report explains what sustainable development is, why it matters for health inequalities, and how it can lead to practical implications for policy-making.

There is a focus on inequalities between different socio-economic groups, on the grounds that socio-economic status strongly influences and often compounds inequalities related to ethnicity, gender, age and disability.

Figure 1 Five Guiding Principles of sustainable development.

- **Living within environmental limits**: Respecting the limits of the planet’s environment, resources and biodiversity – to improve our environment and ensure that the natural resources needed for life are unimpaired and remain so for future generations.
- **Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society**: Meeting the diverse needs of all people in existing and future communities, promoting personal wellbeing, social cohesion and inclusion, and creating equal opportunity.
- **Achieving a sustainable economy**: Building a strong, stable and sustainable economy which provides prosperity and opportunities for all, and in which environmental and social costs fall on those who impose them (polluter pays), and efficient resource use is incentivised.
- **Using sound science responsibly**: Ensuring policy is developed and implemented on the basis of strong scientific evidence, whilst taking into account scientific uncertainty (through the precautionary principle) as well as public attitudes and values.
- **Promoting good governance**: Actively promoting effective, participative systems of governance in all levels of society – engaging people’s creativity, energy and diversity.

Sustainable development is understood in terms of five principles set out by government. These offer a systemic approach that is consistent with the ‘social model’ of health (which considers how factors beyond the presence or absence of disease affect people’s health) and also extends and strengthens it.

By stressing the need to take a long-term view, move away from the assumption of continued economic growth, and to focus on the environmental determinants of health and health inequalities, sustainable development opens up opportunities to invest in ‘synergistic’ measures, or co-benefits, that reduce environmental damage, promote social justice and narrow health inequalities. It draws attention to the needs and claims of future generations, and inter-generational equity.

Two ‘big picture’ dimensions of sustainable development – climate change and a sustainable economy – are explored in more detail from Section 3.5 below.
Unhealthy living and illness create a vicious circle, which reduces individual and collective wellbeing, damages the environment and undermines the long-term viability of the health system. This is not a judgment on individuals; unequal distributions of social, economic and environmental resources strongly influence and constrain the choices people can make about how they live.

But unhealthy lifestyle choices can cause more damage to the environment than healthier ones e.g. driving not walking, and eating carbon-intensive processed foods. A report for the Food Standards Agency showed that low income groups eat less healthy food and engage in less physical activity than the average population. Rising overweight and obesity has serious implications not only for health but also for greenhouse gas emissions; people who are overweight and/or obese consume more food, and food production accounts for approximately 19 per cent of the UK’s consumption-related greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, ill health usually requires healthcare, which can contribute to the National Health Service’s very substantial carbon footprint. In 2007, NHS England produced 21.2 million tonnes of carbon dioxide, a quarter of all English public sector emissions. The majority of the carbon footprint is associated with procurement of goods and services, as Figure 2 illustrates. NHS England also produces 600,000 tonnes of waste – more than one per cent of all domestic waste produced in the UK – and consumes 50 billion litres of water a year.

Tackling social and health inequalities is therefore important not only because they are unethical, unjust and both socially and economically dysfunctional, but because they contribute to environmental damage. So how would the overall level of ill-health in the UK change if people in lower socio-economic groups enjoyed the same standards of health as those in higher groups? And how would that impact on the carbon footprint of the NHS? For spending on obesity and overweight related ill-health in particular, a National Heart Forum study using modelling from the Foresight Programme, revealed NHS cost savings of around fifty per cent that would result if those in lower social classes had the same BMI distribution as those in social class one (see box on page 31 for more detail). Putting this information in the context of the carbon footprint of the NHS, these cost savings might also represent a reduction of over 522,000 tonnes of CO₂.

In general, if there were far fewer people leading unhealthy lives and requiring healthcare, this would constrain or reduce the burden of demand on the health system, which in turn would reduce its carbon footprint. It would also enable the long-term financial viability of the NHS, which is particularly important in times of little or no economic growth.

The public resources saved by preventing avoidable diseases could be put to better use in helping to reduce inequalities, for example by increasing spending on public transport systems, education, ‘green’ skills and jobs, affordable housing and sustainable living spaces.

Figure 2 NHS England 2007 CO₂ emissions – primary sector breakdown.
Healthcare and prevention

At the moment, almost all of the NHS budget in England is spent – directly or indirectly – on the treatment and care of illness. Only four per cent of the £92.3 billion it received from taxpayers in 2006–7 was spent on prevention and public health,18 namely disease prevention, maternal and child health, family planning and school health services. While this is high in comparison with the OECD prevention expenditure average of 2.8 per cent, it is still not enough to prevent illness and reduce health inequalities.

The SDC believes preventing disease, prolonging life and promoting health through the organised efforts of society should be the first aim of health policy; the second being to ensure the population can get high-quality, safe treatment and care when they are unavoidably ill.

This goes hand in hand with a ‘social determinant’ approach to health and with the findings of evidence-based reviews such as the Black Report,19 the Acheson Report20 and the Wanless Reports.21,22

A new approach to prevention

The definition of preventative public health should be revisited in order to encompass the root causes of health inequalities. But the NHS cannot improve the health of the population single-handedly. Instead, preventative public health needs to be a shared responsibility, with a range of different sectors and services working together – education, employment, planning, housing, benefits, transport, sport and leisure, and environment.

Vascular disease is just one illness for which responsibility needs to spread beyond the formal health sector. Vascular disease affects 4.1 million people, kills 170,000 people every year and is responsible for a fifth of all hospital admissions. It is the largest single cause of long term ill health and disability and accounts for more than half the mortality gap between rich and poor.23

The burden of disease falls disproportionately on people living in deprived conditions and on particular ethnic groups, such as South Asians (see Section 3.4 Area inequalities). In addition to the 2009 introduction of vascular screening for the over-40s, the health system can and should work harder to influence the root causes, for example by working with partners to alter the ‘obesogenic environment’ (defined as “an abundance of energy-dense food, motorised transport and sedentary lifestyles”24) that has become the norm in some areas.

As outlined in more detail in relation to food, transport, green space and the built environment (see Section 4 below), such an approach will achieve the co-benefits of a long term reduction in health inequalities and environmental, social and economic gains. Growing and eating local food, swapping car journeys for public transport or ‘active travel’ on foot or by bike, making more of green spaces and
bringing healthcare and prevention literally closer to home all yield co-benefits that reflect intrinsic (e.g. sense of community belonging) rather than extrinsic (e.g. materialistic) values\textsuperscript{25, 26} and redistribute income and level of carbon emissions across socio-economic groups.

However, success requires strong local partnerships, a broader sense of responsibility for health and well being and systematic engagement between the NHS and regional development agencies, local and regional government and social care. An understanding and articulation of how every organisation involved can access the appropriate synergistic co-benefits – whether their formal remit be food, transport, planning, green space etc. – is likely to facilitate such relationships.

**Prevention in action**

**Tomorrow’s People in-house employment service:** Recognising the links between employment and health, Roy Macgregor and his partners at the James Wigg GP Practice in London’s Kentish Town have been making referrals to an in-house employment service. At the end of a three year pilot between 2001–4, nearly 200 patients had seen its advisor. Of those who completed the programme, 87 per cent had returned to employment or were back in education and training. The practice estimates that the pilot helped save an average of five GP consultations per patient, already saving the surgery thousands of pounds.\textsuperscript{27}
3.4 Area inequalities

In inner London, the relationship between the spatial distribution of social deprivation and mortality is the same now as a century ago.28

The local dimension of preventative public health is particularly important. A persuasive body of research29, 30, 31 demonstrates that where a person lives affects how well that person lives now and in the future, and even their life expectancy. Whilst it encompasses the quality of the built environment, it also extends beyond it to the quality of the neighbourhood’s social infrastructure.

But it is almost a truism to suggest that where you live determines whether or not you are exposed to air and industry pollution, traffic, noise and infections. It determines your access to good housing, cheap, healthy food, open spaces and quality employment, education, exercise and health opportunities. And it determines your beliefs, attitudes and expectations about yourself and those around you, which in turn affects behaviour and well-being, both individually and collectively.

An area’s physical and social infrastructures are intimately connected (see Section 4 below). But not all areas are equal. And area inequalities lead to health inequalities, prompting serious gaps in both length and quality of life.

Health and area inequalities

Living in a deprived urban area increases a person’s risk of poor health even after taking account of individual characteristics.32, 33 The gap between rich and poor areas increased in the 1980s and 1990s.34

There is a powerful relationship between local measures of deprivation and reduced life expectancy: the more affluent your neighbourhood, the longer you will live. In 2001–2003 in the North West, men and women living in the nation’s most deprived fifth of areas could expect a shorter life by 6.8% and 5% respectively, compared with the average for England and Wales. By contrast, men and women living in the most affluent fifth of areas nationally could expect to live 3–4% longer than the national average.

Is it the area that has caused this lower life expectancy, as against the poverty of people living in the poor neighbourhoods? Whilst this report highlights the complexity of factors that lead to health inequalities, it has been found that in countries where the gap between rich and poor areas is narrower, this effect is less pronounced.35

People living in the UK’s most deprived areas are between three and ten times more likely to suffer from self-harm, violence, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, alcohol-related conditions and births to lone mothers, and to claim disability living allowance and incapacity benefits. Residents in deprived areas are two or three times more likely to face asthma, lung cancer, respiratory conditions and smoking-related deaths, diabetes and heart disease, alcohol-related deaths and poor mental health, epilepsy, self-rated poor health and frequent emergency hospital admissions.36

Vulnerable groups and area inequalities

Vulnerable groups such as children and young people, women, older people, ethnic minority groups and disabled people can suffer particularly from area inequalities. Lower socio-economic groups are concentrated in deprived areas and tend to have higher levels of disability due to poorer health, more accidents and more mental health problems,37 with psychiatric illness and psychoses closely mapping deprivation.38, 39

A recent study explored the impact of the built environment and local neighbourhoods on school age children. The research showed that the quality of the
physical environment affected children’s behaviour and attitudes to schools, and that schools were adversely affected by the poor physical condition of their surrounding neighbourhoods.\textsuperscript{40}

Department of Health research also shows that some ethnic minority groups experience poorer health than others, undertake less physical activity than the general population and also experience poorer access to facilities and poorer quality of services.\textsuperscript{41}

This research found that coronary heart disease and diabetes is five times higher amongst South Asians and three times higher amongst people from African and Caribbean backgrounds than the general population. Only 11\% of Bangladeshi and 14\% of Pakistani women were reported to have done the recommended amounts of physical activity, compared with 25\% in the general population.

---

**Rural area inequalities**

Much of the research on health inequalities focuses on deprived urban communities. But what about the 20 per cent of the population who live in the countryside? Whilst on average most people there live longer, have better physical and mental health and enjoy healthier lifestyles, the plight of the poorest and most disadvantaged rural residents can remain hidden, masked by the prevailing affluence of many rural areas.

Cost, national targets and economies of scale are all weighted against rural services provision. Where services do exist, distance, travel times and transport availability can create health inequalities, particularly for people without private transport. Older people can be particularly disadvantaged and the proportion of older people in rural areas is increasing faster than in urban areas, particularly in respect of people over 85. The median age of rural residents is nearly six years older than their urban counterparts.\textsuperscript{42}
3.5
Big picture issue: Climate change

“The policies needed to mitigate climate change will exert health effects by acting on many of the determinants of health and health inequality.”

Risks to human health and well-being

Climate change is one particular challenge that threatens to widen health inequalities between rich and poor populations. Unsustainable development that damages the natural environment will certainly increase risks to health for all social groups. But in important respects, they will also widen health inequalities, both globally and within the UK. There is substantial evidence that climate change results from carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, and poses potentially catastrophic risks to human health.

Figure 3 Global carbon emissions since 1850 from fossil-fuel burning and cement.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change projects that malnutrition, diarrhoeal disease, cardio respiratory disease, infectious diseases and extreme weather events will all increase due to climate change. In Europe, the most prevalent health effects will include excess heat-related mortality, changes in infectious disease vectors and increased seasonal production of allergenic pollen in high- and mid-latitudes.47

Climate change will also affect health indirectly through its impacts on social and economic systems. Resource shortages, dislocation, migration and conflict are likely to substantially increase levels of stress, anxiety and depression, impairing mental as well as physical health.

Climate change may bring some health benefits – for example by reducing cold-related mortality in temperate areas48 – but these will be outweighed by the detrimental impacts on the health of millions of people.49
The poorest people are most at risk

Climate change, left unchecked, will also increase health inequalities between and within countries. Deprivation often increases vulnerability to climate change and climate change increases deprivation. People already facing health, income and housing inequalities will be vulnerable to the physical and mental health impacts of climate change. In rich as well as in poor countries, factors that predispose individuals to suffer earlier or more severely include having a low income, living or working in a geographical location that is at high risk, social isolation, old age, very young age and chronic illness.

People on low incomes are more likely to live in ‘urban heat islands’ (whereby the density of urban buildings raises the local temperature higher than the surrounding area) and because of this are at higher risk of heat stroke. They are more likely to live in homes that are less well protected and in areas that are more exposed to weather extremes and flooding. They are more likely to be adversely affected by homelessness and migrations triggered by climate change.

Crucially, they are less likely to have access to insurance against climate change risks such as storm and flood damage. Although low-income countries will suffer most acutely, in all countries the risks associated with climate change will fall disproportionately on “the urban poor, the elderly and children, traditional societies, subsistence farmers, and coastal populations.”

Despite being the least likely to cause climate change, disadvantaged populations are not only more likely to be exposed to its health threats, but are more vulnerable to becoming ill and less able to respond effectively to ill health, as Figure 4 illustrates and other studies concur.

As Margaret Chan, Director-General of the World Health Authority, powerfully puts it in her introduction to The Lancet’s 2009 Health and Climate Change series, “The contagion of our mistakes shows no mercy and makes no exceptions on the basis of fair play. For example, countries that have contributed least to greenhouse-gas emissions will be the first and hardest hit by climate change.”
Figure 5  *Global distribution of carbon emissions and mortality related to climate change (increase in diseases attributable to temperature rise in the past 30 years).*

**Mortality related to climate change**

**Global distribution of carbon emissions**
Despite the disappointing outcome at Copenhagen, national and international policy makers are increasingly focused on the need to mitigate climate change. To cap global temperature increase between 2.0°C and 2.4°C (and global sea rise due to thermal expansion below 1.4 metres), the atmospheric CO$_2$ equivalent concentration must be stabilised at 445-490 parts per million. This will require global emissions cuts of 50-85 per cent between 2000 and 2050. The UK’s Committee on Climate Change set a target of 42 per cent by 2020, against a 1990 baseline.

Reducing carbon emissions will mean increasing energy efficiency, developing renewable and low-carbon sources of energy, changing to low-carbon modes of production and transport, and encouraging low-carbon behaviour.

Many of these measures will have positive effects on health, for example, by encouraging healthy eating and active travel (see Section 4 below). But if people in higher socio-economic groups do more to change their behaviour (e.g. moving to low carbon living and alternative consumption patterns) than people in lower socio-economic groups and do it sooner (which tends to be the pattern for public health behaviour change), health and social inequalities will simply widen. Instead, low-carbon living must be developed and spread in ways that are equitable and empowering for all social groups, especially those who are poor and disadvantaged.

While poverty is strongly associated with ill-health, people with lower incomes tend to have smaller carbon footprints than richer people, because of the strong links between levels of affluence, consumption and carbon emissions. So whilst raising poorer people’s incomes may generate medium term health equalities, without a change in current consumption patterns carbon emissions will also increase.

However, a carbon tax imposed equally on richer and poorer households “would be very regressive and would add to the unfair price burden these households are already experiencing.” This effect could be offset by introducing a compensation package for low-income households through the benefits system, which could build on or adapt the policy measures that already exist in the UK, such as the fuel poverty schemes (to improve household energy efficiency) or income supplements via the winter fuel payments.

In theory, some carbon rationing and trading schemes may produce more equitable results; the ‘contraction and convergence’ regulatory framework has potential health benefits. In this approach, every individual gets an equal allocation of carbon, with the total capped and reduced year on year to eventually meet an overall target limit. One expert argues: “Those who don’t use their allocation – mainly the poor – will be able to sell it at market rates to those who wish to use more than their allocation – mainly the rich. This redistribution of wealth will reduce disparity, a crucial measure if we really wish to improve public health.” Further work is needed on the appropriate measures to reduce carbon and health inequalities in an equitable manner.

But mitigation alone will not be enough. The world is already facing unavoidable climate change and must take action to adapt to the resulting health impacts, for example through monitoring of climate risks to health, heat-health action plans, protection programmes for occupational heat exposure, flood management policies, more efficient use of water and other resources, relocation of some coastal populations, and dietary changes.

Both mitigation and adaptation measures will affect health and health inequalities, by reducing the negative health impacts of climate change and by influencing other health determinants. For example, building the capacity of communities to adapt to climate change may also build stronger social connections that are likely to have positive effects on health. The Lancet has set out the quantitative public health benefits of strategies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions from household energy, transport, food and agriculture, and electricity generation.

But as low-income groups have fewer material resources to enable them to adapt to climate change and benefit from adaptation strategies, these will widen health inequalities unless they go hand-in-hand with strategies to reduce social and economic inequalities.
3.6
Big picture issue: The economy

In the UK the percentage of people reporting themselves ‘very happy’ declined from 52 per cent in 1957 to 36 per cent in 2007, even though real incomes more than doubled during that time.80

Achieving a sustainable economy

There are now persuasive arguments that a sustainable economy cannot be achieved through continuing economic growth as we know it, at least in developed countries such as the UK.

Economic growth drives and is driven by the increasing consumption of goods and services.81 Producing most of these goods and services requires natural resources, including fossil fuels and other non-renewable materials, and causes the emission of greenhouse gases and other pollutants.

The ‘dilemma of growth’ is that it increasingly depletes the finite resources on which the economy depends. A common response is to argue that economic growth can be ‘decoupled’ from the depletion of natural resources and the production of greenhouse gases through more efficient methods of production. But this is not the case.

There is some evidence of relative decoupling, where the rate of depletion slows in relation to the rate of economic growth. But as the economy grows, so does the overall use of resources and emissions. As a result, “for decoupling to offer a way out of the dilemma of growth, resource efficiencies must increase at least as fast as economic output.”82

But at a global level, all the key indicators point in the opposite direction: carbon emissions, resource extraction, waste generation and species loss are increasing. Not only is there a failure to achieve the necessary efficiencies, but increasing consumption of resources remains a necessary driver of growth.

By 2050, with an estimated nine billion people across the world all aspiring to incomes that match the two per cent annual average growth in today’s European Union, carbon intensity per unit of economic output would have to fall on average by more than 11 per cent a year to stabilise the climate. The global carbon intensity would need to be just six grams per dollar of output, almost 130 times lower than it is now.83

In short, the idea that capitalism’s propensity for efficiency will allow us to stabilise the climate or protect against resource scarcity is “nothing short of delusional.”84 We cannot rely on technology alone to deliver the carbon reductions necessary to meet the targets agreed at national and international levels. However, just as economic growth is unsustainable in its current form the alternative of ‘de-growth’ is unstable at least under present conditions. Declining consumer demand leads to rising unemployment, falling competitiveness and a spiral of recession. This dilemma cannot be avoided and has to be taken seriously.

Green Well Fair85 sets out the case for a new social settlement that makes no assumption that the market economy will grow. Instead, such a societal system values and nurtures two other economies – the resources of people and the planet. The challenge is to find a different economics and a different economic structure to ensure stability, maintain employment and deliver sustainability. Although this challenge is great, there is a growing body of evidence to show that meeting it is both essential and possible.86
Implications for health inequalities

However society decides to address this central challenge, the implications for health inequalities are considerable.

The role of investment will be crucial, given the need to both enhance investment in public infrastructures, sustainable technologies and ecological protection whilst protecting and improving public services such as health and education. For economic policy, that will almost certainly require a re-thinking of the balances between consumption and investment, and between public and private investment.

If people who are poor are to have better education, health care and other public services to counteract the negative effects of their economic disadvantage on their health, smarter ways must be found to improve the design and delivery of these services.

Most fundamentally, overcoming the growth dilemma offers little opportunity for the current political approach, which tries to narrow social and health inequalities by simply raising poor people’s incomes. A new definition of prosperity is required.

Redefining prosperity

As set out in Prosperity Without Growth?, prosperity does not depend on constant increases in economic growth, but “has to do with our ability to flourish: physically, psychologically and socially” and “hangs on our ability to participate meaningfully in the life of society.”87 It reflects our wellbeing, which is best understood in dynamic terms, connecting how we feel with what we do and what we are able to do, and with the material and non-material conditions of our lives.88, 89

Prosperity has undeniable material dimensions but there is strong evidence that beyond a certain point, an increase in material consumption ceases to be matched by increasing wellbeing. 90, 91, 92, 93, 94 In the UK the percentage of people reporting themselves ‘very happy’ declined from 52 per cent in 1957 to 36 per cent in 2007, even though real incomes more than doubled during that time.95

If growth is driven by and drives increasing material consumption, and if continually expanding consumption can undermine wellbeing and future prosperity, it is imperative we find routes to better physical and mental health for all by focusing not on economic growth but on enabling people to flourish. The conditions for human flourishing are common to most societies.96 The challenge for society is not only to create the conditions in which these basic entitlements are possible, but to distribute them evenly across socio-economic groups.

Policy makers face many considerations when trying to reduce health inequalities in an economy that is confronting the challenge set out above. These include:

- Capabilities that enable people to flourish are bounded by the finite nature of ecological resources and an expanding global population97
- Flourishing within sustainable limits will involve replacing the current culture of consumerism, which can help to reduce the social and economic variables that determine health inequalities
• Income inequality affects health – even after adjusting for people’s individual incomes – and unequal societies are almost always unhealthy societies. So strategies to reduce health inequalities will need to address the gradient across social groups.

• Integrating social and environmental policies – both because social policies will have to address a negative range of environmental pressures and impacts (including climate change), and because social policies can help to enable individuals and groups to mitigate and adapt to climate change.

• Planning for a sustainable, low-carbon economy will involve transforming systems and services that safeguard and improve health and wellbeing for all social groups.

Sustainable development policy implications

• The five Guiding Principles of sustainable development should be used as the central framework for designing and implementing policies for reducing health inequalities, across government, nationally and locally. Particular attention must be paid to intergenerational equity.

• Priority should be given to investing public resources in such a way as to achieve synergistic outcomes for both health inequalities and other environmental sustainability issues especially carbon reduction (on physical activity, for instance, or local food production schemes).

• Methods for appraising the impact of policymaking and procurement across government should be reviewed, to ensure that success is measured in terms of health, environmental and economic outcomes. Appropriate mechanisms should be put in place to ensure that health inequality and sustainable development are mandatory considerations at all levels of decision-making.

• High priority must now be given to reducing emissions of greenhouse gases across the entire health sector. All NHS workers should be acting as champions for action to reduce the adverse effects of climate change on health. However, even with extensive action to reduce future emissions we will still experience a range of climate impacts due to existing emissions. Action to adapt to climate change is therefore equally important to help reduce future health inequalities.

• The potential impacts of climate change (and of measures taken to address those impacts) should be taken fully into account when planning action for reducing health inequalities, with particular attention paid to low-income groups.

• Planning needs to start now for a sustainable, low-carbon economy, focusing on creating conditions that enable people to flourish physically, socially and psychologically.
A sustainable approach to tackling health inequalities
Sustainable development is entirely consistent with the social determinants approach to improving health and provides an essential framework for finding ways to reduce inequalities. It opens up opportunities to invest in measures that have a number of co-benefits – reducing environmental damage, promoting social justice and improving health inequalities.

This section applies the framework of sustainable development to four determinants of health – food, transport, green space and the built environment. It demonstrates how a sustainable approach to health inequalities would work in practice. These four areas have been chosen because they exemplify the themes of low carbon and a sustainable economy; as well as the central concept that measures to mitigate climate change also help reduce health inequalities. They can make a big impact on the growing problems of obesity and mental health, both of which are more prevalent among people on low incomes as highlighted in the box opposite.

The examples of food, transport, green space and the built environment also serve to illustrate that, while the NHS needs to give far higher priority to preventing ill health, it cannot do the job alone. This is discussed in more detail in section 5.2. In accepting that social, environmental and economic factors determine health, a compelling case is made for all the different sectors and services in our society to share responsibility – and work together – to address the underlying causes of illness and health inequalities. Recent policy developments have also recognised this need, for example the emerging guidance from the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) on spatial planning for health, as well as DCSF’s Play Strategy. It is particularly important in the current economic climate not to retreat to the comfort of familiar professional boundaries but to acknowledge and exercise a much broader responsibility for health and wellbeing.
A 21st century challenge

Mental health and lifestyle-related inequalities such as obesity are widening significantly.\textsuperscript{103}

**Obesity and health inequalities**

- Obesity is of epidemic proportions – over half of all adults in England are now considered overweight or obese.\textsuperscript{104} The UK Government’s Foresight Programme highlighted the fact that in 2009 alone excess weight and obesity cost the NHS £4.8 billion. It has predicted that costs could continue to escalate without radical changes across society and indicates that by 2050, 60 per cent of adult men, 50 per cent of adult women and about 25 per cent of all children under 16 may be obese.\textsuperscript{105}

- The poorest in society are bearing the brunt of this ill health. People from low income households are the least likely to meet the recommended levels of physical activity. They are also the most likely to be sedentary – achieving less than 30 minutes of physical activity per week. For example, 44 per cent of women and 34 per cent of men in the poorest households in England are sedentary, compared to only 33 per cent of women and 28 per cent of men in the wealthiest households. These low physical activity levels are a significant cause of health inequalities, with inactive groups suffering poorer health and living shorter lives than the general population.

- A recent study from the National Heart Forum\textsuperscript{106} showed that if class inequalities in obesity were eliminated, levels would drop dramatically, halving the NHS’s 2009 obesity bill of £4.8 billion and reducing the 2025 estimate from £8.9 billion to £4.1 billion, given the predicted rise in obesity especially among the manual classes. For this to happen, a radical shift needs to take place across a wide range of sectors. In 2006 NICE published a clinical guideline on the prevention, identification, assessment and management of overweight and obesity in adults and children. It advised local authorities to work with local partners, such as industry and voluntary organisations, to create and manage more safe spaces for incidental and planned physical activity, such as parks, and to address as a priority any concerns about safety, crime and inclusion. In particular, they were advised to provide facilities and schemes such as cycling and walking routes, cycle parking, area maps and safe play areas.\textsuperscript{107}

**Mental health and inequalities**

*$\textit{Mental Health, Resilience and Inequalities}$ from the Mental Health Foundation\textsuperscript{108} argues that mental health is the lynchpin between economic and social conditions. Poor mental health experienced by individuals is a significant cause of wider social and health problems, including: low levels of educational achievement and work productivity, higher levels of physical disease and mortality and violence, relationship breakdown and poor community cohesion. In contrast, good mental health leads to better physical health, healthier lifestyles, improved productivity and educational attainment and lower levels of crime and violence.

- In Britain, one in four adults will have a mental health problem in the course of a year.\textsuperscript{109} The economic costs of this are clear: mental ill health costs England over £77 billion every year.\textsuperscript{110} Foresight set out how some mental disorders could grow substantially in the future, although the wide range of influencing factors makes prediction problematic.\textsuperscript{111}

- Within urban areas, rates of psychiatric illness are greatest in the most deprived areas. The rates for psychoses map closely those for deprivation. The size of a city also matters; schizophrenia rates in London are about twice those in Bristol or Nottingham.\textsuperscript{112, 113}
A sustainable food system which provides safe, healthy food with positive social benefits and low environmental impacts is vital for a strong, healthy and just society. In the UK, richer people are more likely than poorer people to have diets that give them better health. In its Food 2030 strategy, the Government set out its vision for a sustainable and secure food system. It identified as a key priority encouraging and enabling people to eat a healthy, sustainable diet. Climate change not only has a negative impact on health effects as discussed in Section 3, but will also increasingly affect food yield, nutritional quality, food safety and affordability. While these will affect everybody, there will be disproportionate harm to socially disadvantaged populations. Sustainable development and health equity are therefore firmly intertwined and mutually reinforcing.

The less healthy diets of poorer social groups in the UK also tend to be characterised by high-carbon patterns of consumption. A sustainable food system can therefore bring multiple benefits to health and climate change. But clearly cost and physical accessibility must be addressed first. Government food policies and corporate practices must encourage and enable healthy, affordable and sustainable food choices, both through public procurement and fiscal and other policy mechanisms.

Reducing our food footprint

Food accounts for nearly a fifth of our total consumption-related greenhouse gas emissions in the UK. Almost half of food’s greenhouse gas emissions are attributable to the agricultural stage, with livestock and their associated inputs contributing the most. Greenhouse gas emissions post-farm gate are fairly evenly distributed between food manufacturing, transport, retailing, catering and food preparation and storage in the home. In high and middle-income societies, the type and quantity of food that reaches consumers is largely determined by supermarkets and the food services sector. Within the sector, there is a high content of energy-dense, nutrient-poor foods that are highly processed, packaged and have a long shelf-life. These same water-and energy-intensive foods have high environmental production costs.
As Figure 6 above shows, global demand for foods such as meat and dairy is rising, with serious ramifications for environmental sustainability.\textsuperscript{138, 139} Whilst there is certainly scope to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of agriculture,\textsuperscript{140, 141} given projected growth in demand for meat and dairy products, these gains are likely to be cancelled out by growth in livestock numbers.

We consume on average an estimated 83kg of meat a year and 243kg of milk and related products excluding butter. This is more than three times the average level of meat consumption in the developing world and five times its per capita consumption of milk.

To cut greenhouse gases and live within our environmental limits we need to change our diet;\textsuperscript{142, 143} in particular we need to consume fewer livestock products. Reducing meat and dairy consumption, eliminating food waste and cutting fatty and sugary foods would make the biggest contribution towards improving health and reducing the environmental impacts of the food system.\textsuperscript{144} Cutting consumption of saturated fat – particularly from meat and dairy products – is well established health advice to reduce diet-related preventable disease.\textsuperscript{145, 146} However, the exact levels need to take account of factors such as iron consumption, building on evidence from the current consultation from the Scientific Advisory Committee on Nutrition.\textsuperscript{147}
4.2.2 Food, health and inequalities

An estimated 963 million people worldwide do not have enough food. Yet, at the same time, a ‘nutrition transition’ to highly refined foods and animal source foods high in saturated fats is occurring around the world. This is contributing to obesity and associated diseases, particularly among many socially disadvantaged groups, in all but the poorest countries.

Food systems have the potential to provide direct health benefits through the nutritional quality of the foods they supply. Food systems can also deliver community and health benefits through employment, income and ensuring the viability of rural communities. However, living within environmental limits is also pivotal to health, in particular with regard to climate change.

Obesity is an area of widening health inequality, and a French project offers insights into local, joined-up action to tackle it.

EPODE (‘Ensemble prévenons l’obésité des enfants’, or ‘Together, let’s prevent obesity in children’) is a community-based, family-oriented nutrition and lifestyle education programme. It aims to prevent child obesity at community level by bringing together influential individuals and groups – including education and health professionals, retailers and the media – promoting physical activity and healthy eating initiatives for both children and their parents. The project’s results in participating towns were staggering. The proportion of overweight boys almost halved from 19 per cent and the rate among girls dropped from 10 per cent to seven per cent.

Affordable, sustainable food

In most countries, low income households spend a higher proportion of their income on food than the more affluent. Such households are the hardest hit by food price fluctuations – five per cent of people on low incomes report skipping meals for a whole day. A tight budget is also a barrier to making dietary changes or experimenting with unfamiliar or perishable fresh foods.

It is highly likely that rises in food and fuel prices will exacerbate diet-related health inequalities. Those people on low incomes will only be able to purchase the cheapest sources of calories – often energy-dense, highly-processed products that increase the risk of obesity and diabetes. Globally many millions will be unable to afford even that.

Internationally, studies have shown that among low income groups price is the greatest motivating factor of food choice. In the USA, price reductions have seen positive increases in the sales of low-fat foods and fruit and vegetables. The era of cheap food is coming to an end, but price signals and health messages are not always congruent. Consumer expectations are still of low prices, which fail to internalise the full environmental costs.

While considering ways to improve the affordability of healthy and sustainable food, we therefore need to determine the real cost of a healthy and sustainable diet, and make sure that social protection schemes and national wage agreements reflect this.
Good food on the doorstep

Price is clearly one barrier, but tackling health inequalities also means ensuring that that all groups in society have adequate physical access to nutritious food, and that it is socially and culturally relevant to them. UK research indicates that the shops most used by low-income groups are less likely to stock healthy options. When they do, they are often more expensive than in other outlets.166

Projects in the UK aiming to improve access to nutritious and sustainable food include community growing schemes, gardeners’ clubs and allotments, but there has been no comprehensive evaluation of their effectiveness. Public sector food procurement, however, provides a proven and significant opportunity to influence access to quality and sustainability. There are successful examples across the public sector,167 168 but there is far from comprehensive engagement. The Healthier Food Mark, a scheme to encourage and recognise public sector best practice in delivering healthy and sustainable food, is being developed by Defra, the Department of Health and FSA. This is a promising initiative, although the level of ambition it will set remains to be seen.169

A recent evaluation of Jamie Oliver’s Feed Me Better campaign in Greenwich Schools in 2004 showed “substantial” positive effects on Key Stage 2 scores in both English and Sciences. The performance of 11 year old pupils eating Oliver’s meals improved by up to eight per cent in science and as much as six per cent in English, while absenteeism due to ill health fell by 15 per cent.170 Considering the importance of education as a determinant of health, this is could be a powerful mechanism when targeted at areas of social disadvantage.

Qualitative and quantitative research methods have been developed to help better define, describe and spatially map the patterns of food access in deprived communities across the UK. Measuring access to healthy food in Sandwell,171 an area of deprivation in the West Midlands, is one example of community led food mapping research. Like the rest of the UK, Sandwell has experienced a major shift in food retailing with the growth of large superstores located in suburban areas. People without access to cars must choose between using limited public transport to get to superstores or buying from increasingly inadequate local shops. The research172 found that there were large networks of streets and neighbourhoods in Sandwell where no shops selling fresh fruit and/or vegetables exist or where they did exist they were expensive. Reasonably priced, good quality food, including fresh fruit and vegetables, is available in small, concentrated shopping areas, to which the majority of the population would have to travel by car or public transport. Also, small retailers struggle to survive in the town, especially if they try to offer “healthy” food and perishable goods, against competition from larger stores. The results of the research are contributing to local baseline indicators of conditions and needs, and to the development of strategies to address inadequate access to healthy foods, and the development of local food policy.
Food policy implications

- Priority must be given to reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the food and agriculture sector, with an emphasis on the need for a reduction in the consumption of animal source foods.

- New fiscal policies are required to improve affordability of healthy and sustainable food choices. The cost of ensuring a nutritious and sustainable diet should be reflected in setting minimum wage and benefit levels.

- Policy should be informed by successful public sector food procurement programmes, in particular those which exceed statutory nutrition standards (e.g. Jamie’s School Dinners) as mechanisms to ‘choice edit’ out less healthy/sustainable foods and encourage access to more nutritious and sustainable foods through schools, hospitals, social care and prisons.

- Indices should be developed to show geographic variations in price and availability of healthy food and health outcomes, and these data sources used to develop remedial strategies including encouraging community-led responses as with the Sandwell Food Access Project.

- Work needs to be carried out to understand fully the social, environmental and economic benefits of existing sustainable food projects (such as market gardens, allotments, gardeners’ clubs, community growing schemes etc) to guide policy development in future.
4.3
Transport

4.3.1 Transport and sustainable development

Children in the most deprived 10 per cent of wards in England are four times as likely to be hit by a car as children in the least deprived 10 per cent of wards.\textsuperscript{173}

A study by the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine showed that 20mph speed zones in London had reduced road injuries by more than 40 per cent between 1986 to 2006.\textsuperscript{174}

Modern society’s dependence on motorised transport is detrimental to the environment, wellbeing and health equity. The transport sector offers a clear illustration of how the principles of sustainable development can be used to reduce health inequalities and deliver environmental, social and health benefits.

The distances people travel and the ownership and use of private motor vehicles have increased dramatically over time, as Figure 7 shows. Yet the number of destinations reached, and the time spent travelling, has remained relatively constant.\textsuperscript{175} Provided people are able to meet their basic needs, there is little evidence that further increases in mobility result in greater wellbeing.\textsuperscript{176, 177, 178}

Figure 7 \textit{Distance travelled by mode.}

Source: TSBG data
A major shift in transport policy that addresses environmental issues and supports equitable and sustainable communities will also have a positive impact on health and health inequalities. In particular, there is an urgent need to reduce transport-related greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the use of motorised transport, switching away from fossil fuels, and promoting low-\(\text{CO}_2\) emitting means of transport.

There is a need both to reduce the unsustainable growth in traffic volumes that adversely affect the quality of life of those living close to busy roads – particularly in towns and cities – as well as tackling the major public health burdens arising from over-dependence on motorised transport including road injuries, air pollution, noise and physical inactivity.

4.3.2 Transport, health and inequalities

Transport is a major contributor to climate change, which represents one of the greatest threats to future human wellbeing.\[^{179-183}\] Its adverse effects are likely to affect poorer populations disproportionately, because they have fewer resources to help them adapt, as already discussed in Section 3.5 above.

This raises bigger issues of inter- and intra-generational equity. An innovative health impact assessment of road transport in Sweden\[^{184}\] made a first attempt to bring together the different hazards associated with road transport. It analysed fatalities and injuries, disease cases due to exposure to road transport and the likely future health effects of greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles in Sweden. It found the total health impact in Sweden, as measured in disability-adjusted life years, could be four times greater than the injury impact.

It also found that the health impacts suffered in developing countries as a consequence of emissions of greenhouse gases from the Swedish road transport system may be three times greater than the mortality from road traffic accidents in Sweden itself (based on estimated disease burden related to global climate change). The study emphasises the need for a new approach to cost-benefit analysis of transport, and other investments that take into account all health costs and the implications for health equity.

Poorer people suffer most from traffic

The connections between transport and health are multiple, complex,\[^{185}\] and socio-economically mixed. Poorer families tend to have lower mobility. Households in the lowest income quintile travel 4,124 miles compared with 11,588 miles for the highest income quintile households.\[^{186}\]

Yet poorer families tend to face greater exposure to adverse environmental conditions, such as local traffic and outdoor air pollution. They are also more susceptible to the adverse health effects from transport because they bear greater burdens of pre-existing illness or other forms of vulnerability. That such differentials exist is, in part, a consequence of affluent groups having greater opportunity to move away from unhealthy environments.

The impact of transport on health inequalities include:

Road deaths and injuries
Almost 3,000 people a year are killed and 28,000 seriously injured in road traffic incidents in England. Very wide socio-economic differentials have been repeatedly reported in children\[^{187}\] and adults.\[^{188-190}\]

Children in the most deprived 10 per cent of wards England are four times as likely to be hit by a car as children in the least deprived 10 per cent of wards.\[^{191}\] Road deaths, especially among pedestrians and cyclists, are particularly high among children of parents classified as never having worked or as long term unemployed (National Statistics Socio-economic Classification (NS-SEC) group 8), as shown in the figure below.\[^{192}\]
Physical inactivity and associated ill health

Over-dependence on motorised transport is contributing to lower levels of physical activity, lack of fitness, obesity, chronic disease such as cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes and some cancers, and poorer mental wellbeing. People from the poorest households are least likely to meet the recommended levels of physical activity, mainly because of differences in recreational and sports activity. The differentials in activity are paralleled by differentials in obesity. There are many and complex reasons behind the observed variations, but environmental factors and transport systems may play a role.

Figure 9 shows how over a fairly short space of time – fifteen years – the ratio of car use has increased compared with cycling and walking. Car ownership is directly related to the amount that children walk – those with two-plus cars walk very much less than those with one or no cars. Considering that car ownership increases with income level, this element may have some positive impact on health inequalities despite the general pattern of those from poorer households being less physically active.
If, by 2015, the number of cycle trips returned to 1995 levels, the savings in health, pollution and congestion would be around £500 million.

Since 1950, there has been a five-fold reduction in cycling across Great Britain, primarily due to concerns about safety. Survey results from the CTC (national cyclists’ organisation) Safety in Numbers campaign found that 85 per cent of women and 61 per cent of men agreed with the statement that “the idea of cycling on busy roads frightens me.”

**Air pollution**

Evidence for the adverse effects of outdoor air pollution is very clear, especially for cardiorespiratory mortality and morbidity. Road transport is a major contributor to fine particle pollution, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds and, indirectly, ozone. Those living close to busy roads have a fifty percent increased risk of respiratory illness.

The standardised mortality ratio for respiratory illness, (the ratio of observed deaths to expected deaths) tends to be highest in areas of greatest nitrogen dioxide levels. Poorer communities tend to suffer greater burdens of air-pollution-related death and sickness, both because they tend to experience higher concentrations of pollution and because of their higher prevalence of cardiorespiratory and other disease.

There is a close link between areas of high multiple deprivation and pollution – the poorer the area the higher the nitrogen dioxide levels. There are also important urban-rural differentials, as illustrated for south east England in Figure 10. Those in urban settings tend to have less access to (and need for) private motor vehicles – yet they experience the greater burden of traffic-related pollution.
Figure 10  *Ward-level maps for south east England showing quintiles*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where is the poverty?</th>
<th>Where are the cars?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carstairs index of socioeconomic deprivation</td>
<td>Percentage of households with access to a car</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where is the pollution?</th>
<th>Where are people dying?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual mean NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations (in ppb)</td>
<td>Standardized mortality ratio for respiratory disease, 0–74 years of age, 1986–1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Noise**

Noise is a problem for one in three households in the UK and has a major impact on the wellbeing of one in a hundred people. Opinion poll research conducted in 2003 found that problems are worse in areas of high density housing, rented accommodation (both social and private sectors), areas of deprivation and areas which are highly urbanised.\textsuperscript{224, 225} Traffic is by far the main cause of noise pollution. Over 40 per cent of the population are bothered by road traffic noise although many are also affected by aircraft and industrial sources.\textsuperscript{226}

A significant body of research has focused on noise impact on children’s behaviour, educational outcomes as well as general levels of stress. Transport-related
noise has been linked to sleep disturbance and increased cardiovascular risk, and may have a negative effect on learning and mental health. Noise from aircraft and airports significantly elevates stress among children far below those necessary to produce hearing damage.

**Social cohesion and community severance**
Transport systems and increased mobility also have adverse effects on social interactions and on the cohesiveness of communities, which in turn have negative impacts on health. It has been suggested that people who are socially disconnected are between two and five times more likely to die than matched individuals who have close ties with family, friends, and the community.

Residents of busy streets have less than one quarter the number of local friends than those living on similar streets with little traffic. It has been suggested that the damage that traffic does to social systems in urban areas is the most serious of all the problems it causes, yet there has been little or no attempt to quantify this.

Increased mobility has led to reduced neighbourhood interaction and families becoming dispersed. It has also led to local shops and services losing out to retail chains and out-of-town retail parks, with knock-on effects on the quality and affordability of sustainable and healthy food, as discussed in section 4.2. Noisy, congested or fast traffic routes can also impair community cohesion, with consequences for health and wellbeing.


**Transport and active travel**

The greatest health benefits are likely to arise from the promotion of ‘active travel’ such as cycling and walking as recommended to the Government by Sustrans. In its report on health inequalities, the Government’s Health Committee has recommended a Planning Policy Statement on health that would create a built environment to encourage walking and cycling. It would also make primary care trusts statutory consultees for local planning procedures.

The Sustainable Development Commission supports policy interventions in the following areas:

**Urban design**
Well planned and managed local environments are likely to increase physical activity, with consequent benefits to physical and mental wellbeing. There are a range of measures that can be used from provision of high quality, safe and attractive routes for cycling and walking through to restricting vehicle access and parking. In Copenhagen such changes have resulted in 55 per cent of all residents now cycle commuting.

A review by the National Institute for Clinical Evidence (NICE) found that traffic calming interventions may be useful in enabling children to benefit from physical activity through play outdoors in the short and long term. It also concluded that closing or restricting roads can lead to long term increases in walking and cycling and a decrease in road traffic accidents. Additionally, provision of cycling infrastructure can also lead to a long term increase in cycling and a reduction in cycle casualties.
Walkable neighbourhoods
‘Walkable’ neighbourhoods are associated with higher levels of physical activity and lower levels of obesity. Although walkability is conceptualised in various ways, a typical ‘walkable’ neighbourhood will have high residential density, a variety of land use, good connectivity and accessibility to a variety of destinations such as retail facilities. It has been shown that residents in high walkable neighbourhoods reported approximately two times more walking trips each week than residents of low walkable neighbourhoods. 

People are also more likely to be physically active if they live in neighbourhoods with many destinations, as well as street intersections between residential and commercial districts. Neighbourhoods that are perceived to have high levels of functionality are associated with more walking, for example walking to work, walking for recreation or task related walking.

Public transport
Better public transport has been shown to result in significant changes in travel patterns. A health impact assessment in Edinburgh compared how three transport scenarios would impact differentially on deprived and affluent populations, in terms of accidents, pollution, physical activity, access to goods and services and community network. The study found that disadvantaged groups bear the heaviest burden of negative impacts and have most to gain from the positive impacts, and suggested that greater spend on public transport and supporting sustainable modes of transport was beneficial to health, and offered scope to reduce inequalities.

Road measures
Evidence suggests that traffic calming, for example 20 mph zones, is associated with absolute reductions in injury rates and, if appropriately targeted, can help achieve relative reduction in inequalities in road-injuries and deaths. The introduction of 20mph speed limits in London has been shown to have reduced road injuries by more than 40 per cent between 1986 to 2006. And it was children that benefited the most – death or serious injury was cut in half for this group. The study also highlighted how injuries to pedestrians were reduced by just under a third and causalities to cyclists were down by 16.9 per cent.

Area-wide 20mph speed limits for residential areas, as demonstrated in Portsmouth, below, have the potential for a much wider impact, by virtue of the fact they cover a much greater geographical area. Schemes such as these can also have a positive impact on social cohesion as they draw on community engagement to set them up and ensure compliance.

In general, reductions in traffic speeds have numerous sustainability, health and equality benefits. They can lead to reductions in both carbon dioxide emissions and other air pollutants. They also create a safer environment with fewer deaths and injuries and can promote more walking and cycling.

A safer environment also helps to promote children’s independent travel, providing physical and mental health benefits. Finally lower speeds help reduce traffic noise.

Studies have suggested that the London Congestion Charging Scheme has reduced levels of air pollution-related loss of life and road injuries, but the health effects through walking and cycling have not yet been quantified.

While a number of London councils have introduced 20 mph speed limit zones in parts of their boroughs, Portsmouth was the first city in Britain to have a 20mph limit on almost all residential roads. The new speed limit designed to protect pedestrians and cyclists in residential roads became citywide in 2008. Initial findings indicate that already the limit on traffic speeds is having a positive impact on safety with casualties falling by 15 percent and total accidents by 13 per cent.

Homes Zones also improve residents’ health by slowing down as well as reducing traffic. In particular the health of children is improved due to the reduction in accidents and the opportunity for more outdoor play and increased physical activities.
Cycling
Cycling offers the opportunity to incorporate physical activity into daily life at a low cost. It also offers the opportunity to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and replace more motorised journeys than walking alone. Research calculates that each additional cyclist boosts the economy by around £600 a year, and that if, by 2015, the number of cycle trips returned to 1995 levels, the savings in health, pollution and congestion would be around £500 million.266

The UK is one of only four countries in Western Europe where an injured pedestrian or cyclist has to show that a driver who hit them is liable for their injuries before they can claim compensation.267 If pedestrians and cyclists injured on the road were presumed entitled to civil compensation (assuming their actions were not negligent or illegal) it could help promote improved driver behaviour and a shift to these more sustainable modes of transport.

Smarter choices
Measures such as developing a school ‘walking bus’, have reduced levels of car travel to school by up to 20 per cent.268 Work-based travel plans have also proven effective, as have car clubs which can tackle social exclusion by providing low cost access to a car.

With more than 18000 traffic movements each day Addenbrooke’s Hospital is the largest single generator of traffic in Cambridgeshire. To cope it has developed an access strategy to help reduce car parking demand and traffic congestion. At peak times more than 60 buses now stop at Addenbrooke’s per hour. Bicycle use has been promoted through interest free loans, 300 bicycle parking spaces and a repair service. The trust also operates pool cars and a car share scheme. Bus use has now almost doubled at 23 per cent and cycling is at 25 per cent.269

Transport policy implications

- In line with Take action on active travel,270 ambitious targets should be set for a growth in walking and cycling – and should be met.

- The use of 20mph speed limits should be greatly increased, preferably through the use of area-wide 20mph limits, in line with the proposed revised guidance recently published by the Department for Transport.271 Such limits should cover all streets which are primarily residential in nature as well as town or city streets where pedestrian and cyclist movements are high, such as around schools, shops, markets, playgrounds and other areas.

- Ambitious targets should be set for year-on-year improvements in control of road-traffic pollution through measures to reduce the need for travel and to promote a shift to less polluting modes of transport.

- A programme of initiatives should be developed through places of employment and education, including Children’s Centres, to promote healthy behaviour in transport. Every school and major employer should have in place a travel plan which is properly implemented, monitored and regularly reviewed. This could include measures such as ‘green travel-to-work’ schemes, cyclist training and support schemes; and ‘walking buses’ for primary school children. Provision also needs to be included for unemployed people.
4.4 Green Space

4.4.1 Green space and sustainable development

Only 50% of children in England rate their local green space as fairly good, and only 29% of children today enjoy most of their adventures in the natural outdoors, compared with 70% of adults as children. 272 Income-related health inequalities are lower in populations living in the greenest areas. 273

Natural resources are vital to our existence and to the flourishing of communities. Green spaces, or open, undeveloped land with natural vegetation, 274 have been shown to have physical and mental health benefits. Most fundamentally, they may help to reduce long-term stress, a major determinant of health inequalities.

4.4.2 Green space, health and inequalities

Numerous studies point to the many benefits of green space for both physical and mental health and wellbeing. 283 284 285 286 287 This has been expressed in terms of a decrease in health complaints, 288 blood pressure, cholesterol, stress levels, 289 290 restoration, 291 perceived general health 292 and ability to face problems. 294 A number of studies have focused on the effect of exposure to nature in organisational settings such as hospitals and prisons, with positive effects being observed in recovery time and painkiller requirements, 295 stress levels of patients, 296 negative reactions, 297 and a lower need for healthcare for prisoners with access to a garden. 298
Green space and obesity

Local access to safe natural green space is associated with high levels of physical activity and lower levels of obesity within communities. Some studies have suggested that the higher the quality and accessibility of the green space, the more likely it is to encourage high levels of walking and other physical activity.

Recent research in the USA has studied the effect of neighbourhood greenness on two-year changes in the body mass index of children and young people, finding that greenness is inversely associated with BMI. This study supports the exploration of the promotion and preservation of green space within neighbourhoods as a means of addressing childhood obesity.

Green space and mental health

The increased level of physical activity associated with green space also has mental health benefits. There is a well established relationship between physical activity and mental health, but studies also suggest that ‘green exercise’ can have more positive mental health benefits than other kinds of exercise. For example, the psychological benefits of jogging in an urban park outweigh those of street jogging. ‘Green gyms’ have been shown to result in positive physical and mental health outcomes.

A study by Mind found that self-esteem levels increased and depression levels decreased following a green walk. It has proposed that design for mental wellbeing, including natural spaces, should be recognised as good practice for architecture and town and country planning.

There is growing evidence that many diseases, such as coronary heart disease, depression, diabetes and cognitive decline are related to inflammatory processes in the body. Chronic stress is known to increase these inflammatory processes and is more prevalent in deprived communities. The increased physical activity and social cohesion associated with access to green space are known to increase resilience to stress.

The importance of outdoor play

Outdoor play is a vital part of childhood, and as such is an important aspect of the government’s aim to make England the best place in the world to grow up, as stated in the Department for Children, Schools and Families’ (DCSF) Children’s Plan. Lack of outdoor play has been identified as a causative factor in increased mental health problems amongst children and young people and in the current high levels of child obesity. Studies examining children’s contact with natural environments have shown that, as with adults, it can reduce stress. Access to green spaces improves concentration in children with attention deficit disorder and self-discipline among inner city girls.

It has also been shown to enhance the emotional development of schoolchildren.

There is a great deal of evidence on the health and wellbeing value of children playing in a natural setting; this was particularly noted in a review of natural play commissioned by the Children’s Play Council, Play Naturally, and in Natural Thinking by William Bird for the RSPB. Benefits include improvements in motor fitness, co-ordination, balance, agility, self confidence and social skills.

In Every Child’s Future Matters, the Sustainable Development Commission has argued that it may not be possible to deliver the goals of government’s Every Child Matters white paper unless the environment is improved.
becomes one of its leading considerations. This report identifies green space as one of five priority areas because of the negative effects on physical and emotional health associated with reduced time spent in the natural environment, and the positive effects of increased time spent in green spaces.

Rising to the challenge of creating safe, welcoming, interesting and free places to play in every residential community, the DCSF’s Play Strategy commits to develop such play areas, improve safer access to them and encourage local partners to develop child-friendly communities and public spaces beyond segregated play areas alone. The strategy also emphasises the need to facilitate better working relationships between local play, transport and planning partners.

---

**Green space and social cohesion**

Natural spaces offer opportunities for relaxation\(^{340}\) and have been shown to facilitate higher levels of social contact and social integration,\(^{341}^{342}\) particularly in underprivileged neighbourhoods.\(^{343}^{344}\) Studies have shown that access to a natural environment provides a meeting place for all ages and has a positive effect on social interaction and cohesion for different age groups.\(^{345}\)

The presence of nearby natural spaces has also been related to reductions in crime\(^{346}\) as well as to increased neighbourliness.\(^{347}\) Community gardens and green activities linked to clubs or groups have been shown to provide opportunities for socialising, helping to strengthen neighbourhood ties.\(^{348}^{349}\) As discussed in Section 4.3.2, a lack of social ties can have detrimental impacts on health. Building communities through participation in local nature activities has also been shown to increase a sense of community strength and pride.\(^{350}^{351}\)

---

**Green space and air quality**

Green space and vegetation have a proven positive effect on air quality. For example, there is evidence that urban trees remove large amounts of air pollution and consequently improve urban air quality.\(^{352}\) Columbia University researchers\(^{353}\) found that asthma rates among children aged four and five fell by a quarter for every additional 343 trees per square kilometre. The UK has one of the highest prevalences of childhood asthma internationally, with about 15 per cent of children affected\(^{354}\) and a higher prevalence in lower socio-economic groups in urban areas.

Urban areas will be particularly vulnerable to rising temperatures due to the urban heat island effect,\(^{355}\) which in turn will have a detrimental impact on health and health inequalities. One study\(^{356}\) found that an additional ten green spaces can mitigate urban heat islands by up to 4°C, offering help with climate change adaptation.
Green space and health inequality

A recent study in the Lancet suggested that income-related inequality in health would be less pronounced in populations with greater exposure to green space. By classifying the population of England on the basis of income deprivation and exposure to green space, the researchers were able to show that health inequalities related to income deprivation were lower in populations living in the greenest areas. The effect held for all-cause mortality and mortality from circulatory diseases, but no effect was found for causes of death unlikely to be affected by green space, such as lung cancer and intentional self-harm. Dutch research found not only that the percentage of green space in a person’s residential area was positively associated with their perceived general health, but that this relationship was strongest for lower socioeconomic groups. An American analysis of how residents in low-income, minority communities use public, urban, neighbourhood parks and how parks contribute to physical activity found that public parks are critical resources for them. Evaluation of the national Green Gym scheme concluded that the overall physical health status of participants improved significantly, with a stronger effect for people with the poorest physical and mental health.

In addition to this evidence directly relating to health inequalities, it would seem that green space is particularly influential on conditions which are significant contributors to health inequalities, such as obesity, circulatory disease, mental health, chronic stress and asthma.

The Green gyms programme run by BTCV helps people to take exercise outdoors while participating in activities that improve the environment. Nine out of ten participants with poor mental or physical health show an improvement within seven months. One participant said: “I used to get depressed about the future but now that is not the case. I have been on medication for 18 years but since doing this I have halved the amount I take. My life is a lot better.”

Green space policy implications

- The NHS, social care, local and regional authorities, schools, private sector etc should recognise the extensive benefits of contact with the natural environment and take an active role in promoting this in their local community as well as on their own estate.

- An increase in GP referrals to initiatives like Green Gyms, Blue Gyms and Health Walks should be actively encouraged; NICE should be required to evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions.

- There should be increased investment in the creation of quality green spaces, especially in deprived areas, including tree planting programmes for residential streets.
4.5
The Built Environment

4.5.1 The built environment and sustainable development

Over 3 million households in the UK were in fuel poverty in 2006 – latest estimates predict that the problem had worsened in recent years. Between 1995 and 2000, Britain lost approximately one-fifth of its local services, including corner shops, post offices and banks and it is predicted that we will lose a further third over the next decade.

As this report highlights above, there is a close link between the built environment, health outcomes and inequalities in health. For example, air pollution, traffic accidents, noise, obesity and mental health are all aspects of the built environment particularly affecting disadvantaged communities. Lack of play and green space impacts on children’s health and wellbeing. Tackling heavy traffic and promoting social contact and cohesion are also significant when looking at how the built environment can help improve health inequalities (see Sections 4.3 on transport and 4.4 on green spaces).

In Health, Place and Nature, the Sustainable Development Commission highlights how the location of shops and services, and the travel connections to them, can influence levels of physical activity and social contact. The environmental quality and perceived safety of an area also influence this – the higher the perceived level of crime and the more litter and graffiti an area has, the lower the level of physical activity.

4.5.2 The built environment, health and inequalities

Fuel poverty

Most of the UK’s housing stock consists of older properties, many of which are occupied by low income households. Existing homes are responsible for 27 per cent of the UK’s total CO₂ emissions, and around 80 per cent of the homes we will inhabit in 2050 already exist today. The need for urgent action to upgrade existing housing stock is now widely recognised.

But whilst the government has a number of programmes in place to tackle poor housing stock, it requires more investment in a more integrated way. For example, the investment in energy efficiency measures can help with neighbourhood renewal by creating more local jobs and improving the local economies. Area based approaches such as the Community Energy Savings Programme currently being trialled throughout the UK could help to deliver this.

Poor housing stock is harder to heat and cold weather is believed to be the main factor underlying the extra deaths between December and March compared with the death rate for the rest of the year. Children, older people and people with long term illness are the most vulnerable groups in cold weather.

For many vulnerable people heating is simply too costly, and fuel poverty can force the stark choice of ‘eat or heat’. Fuel poverty is defined as ‘when in order to heat its home to an adequate standard of warmth a household needs to spend more than 10% of its income on total fuel use.’ In 2006, approximately 3.5m households in the UK were in fuel poverty, including almost a quarter of households in Wales and a third of households in Northern Ireland and Scotland. More recent estimates predict that the problem had increased by 2008.

Rising fuel prices exacerbate problems for people living in poorly insulated and energy-inefficient homes, causing more serious fuel poverty and related poor health.
A Greenspace Scotland report found that nearly half the Scots interviewed were afraid to use their local green space for exercise or children’s play.

The government runs a number of programmes to combat fuel poverty, such as the Warm Front Scheme and the Decent Homes Standard, to which all council-owned and managed properties should conform by 2010. Forty per cent of the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target Programme is also prioritised towards low income groups and the Community Energy Savings Programme focuses entirely on people in deprived neighbourhoods.

Access to facilities for everyone

Easy or poor access to everyday amenities such as shops, workplaces, healthcare, green space, and public transport can reduce or exacerbate health inequalities, particularly in rural areas. Accessible local facilities, such as schools, libraries, shops and cafés provide opportunities for social interaction and help create a sense of community, promoting good mental health and wellbeing. By contrast, land use planning that isolates employment locations, shops and services and locates them far from residential areas without adequate public transport can result in, and reinforce, social exclusion and health inequalities. Elderly, disabled and low income groups in particular can find themselves isolated and/or paying out a higher proportion of their income on transport, reinforcing health inequalities.

Inadequate transport can lead to unemployment and poor education, both risk factors for ill health. Poor transport is the key factor in one in four young people not applying for a particular job; six per cent of 16–24 year olds turning down further education and training opportunities and 1.4 million people missing, refusing or choosing not to seek medical help.

But even if local public transport is good, you still need a destination worth travelling to, and local amenities are disappearing. Between 1995 and 2000, Britain lost approximately one-fifth of local services such as corner shops, post offices and banks, and a further third are expected to disappear over the next decade. Reduced access to healthy, reasonably priced food and daily opportunities for social contact is likely to exacerbate diet-related and mental health inequalities and can lead to greater car dependency in more isolated communities. This will increase carbon emissions and further disadvantaging the most vulnerable in society, who are less likely to have access to a car.

The location and accessibility of some local services may help or hinder the rise of obesity in terms of encouraging or discouraging physical activity and providing a healthy diet. One study has found that good access to leisure centres reduced the risk of being obese by 17 per cent.

Evidence consistently shows that people who have easy access to facilities for physical activity - cycle paths, local parks and other green spaces, beaches, or recreation centres - are more likely to be active than those who do not. Inadequate facilities, or barriers to access such as steep hills or busy roads, have a negative impact on physical activity. US studies
have shown that populations in geographic areas with lower economic status had reduced access to facilities; this in turn was associated with decreased physical activity and increased levels of obesity.\textsuperscript{389}

Levels of physical activity amongst disabled people are limited or promoted by built environment factors, particularly building design. Barriers include lack of curb cuts, inaccessible access routes, doorways too narrow for wheelchair access, reception desks that are too high for good communication, and lack of lifts, slippery floors and the absence of handrails on stairs. Facilitators include accessible parking spaces, push-button operated doors, multilevel front desks, wheelchair and ramp access.

### The built environment and crime

Mental health inequalities in particular can be influenced by being safe and feeling safe. There is a strong if complex correlation between crime, poverty and ill health, with the poorest communities suffering high health inequalities also suffering high crime rates.\textsuperscript{390} Despite a drop in the proportion of households considering local crime to be a serious problem from 22 per cent in 1994/5 to 12 per cent in 2005/06, tenants in social rented accommodation were twice as likely to consider it a serious problem.\textsuperscript{391}

The local built environment’s design can influence levels of crime and feelings of safety,\textsuperscript{392} and people are more likely to make the most of local outdoor space if they consider it safe.\textsuperscript{393} A Greenspace Scotland report found that nearly half of the 1,017 Scots interviewed were afraid to use their local green space for exercise or children’s play.\textsuperscript{394}

A study in north west England found that people who felt safe in their neighbourhoods were more likely to be physically active, although no associations between actual levels of crime (e.g. vandalism, assaults, muggings) and physical activity were found.\textsuperscript{395} This study concluded that feeling safe, rather than actually being safe, was most likely to increase levels of physical activity.

This link between increased exercise and feeling safe was also found in two studies looking at perceived safety and physical activity from the same data sets across eight European cities (not including the UK).\textsuperscript{396,397} In addition, these studies found that the more graffiti and litter present in an area, the less safe people felt, and that high levels of litter discouraged exercise. Residents in areas with high levels of graffiti, litter and dog mess were 50 per cent less likely to be physically active and 50 per cent more likely to be overweight/obese.

Evidence from the 2003 Health Survey for England also shows that perception of social nuisance (such as graffiti, litter etc.) in the local neighbourhood increases the risk of obesity and poor self-rated health, whereas positive perceptions of the social environment were associated with higher levels of physical activity, and lower levels of obesity and poor self-rated health.\textsuperscript{398}

Litter and graffiti may blight the local environment, but greenery can enhance it. And evidence from the United States suggests that trees and grass can reduce levels of crime in poor inner-city areas, although the type and level of vegetation is important, since other studies have shown dense vegetation to be conducive to criminal activity.\textsuperscript{399} Other interventions such as street lighting can also help reduce crime,\textsuperscript{400} and design that increases footfall and social cohesion may also help reduce social nuisance.\textsuperscript{401,402}
The University of Huddersfield and West Yorkshire Police conducted an evaluation of Secured by Design (SBD) housing within West Yorkshire. They found that two of the refurbished housing estates recorded 67 per cent and 54 per cent reductions in crime rates and a significant improvement in perception of safety post-SBD improvements. Similar results were found for the Northview estate in Swanley, Kent, which focused on external landscaping and residential security features as part of a regeneration programme. Landscaping was used to define public and private space, natural surveillance across the estate was maximised, secure areas were provided for bikes and rubbish, and other areas such as children’s playgrounds were given clear delineation. Figures reveal an 80 per cent reduction in crimes including theft and criminal damage since the works were completed.

The built environment policy implications

- The planning system should require all significant developments (or changes to existing developments) to be able to demonstrate a meaningful positive impact on health.

- Successful area pilots targeting specific problems such as crime, graffiti, school meals, pre-school programmes (e.g. Sure Start) and play areas, which can transform conditions, particularly for children and young people (see the forthcoming evaluation of the Department for Children, Schools and Families’ Play Strategy) should be sustained and expanded.

- Informal as well as formal neighbourhood supervision will help people in poor areas feel safe, increase children’s ability to play freely outside and reduce stress. Local authorities should instigate regular street and park policing alongside local neighbourhood management.

- There needs to be a recognition that improving derelict places reduces crime and makes them more attractive, encouraging increased footfall, social contact, and a sense of security that helps prevent disorder and enhances people’s well being. Neighbourhood renewal programmes must continue on an ongoing basis. Regeneration programmes should be integrated with work to upgrade the energy efficiency of existing homes.

- Home upgrading in poorer areas brings many benefits, including greater energy and water efficiency, tackling fuel poverty, helping attract more mixed communities and mitigating the impact of climate change. Government must develop a comprehensive programme to implement energy efficiency measures, targeting deprived areas through programmes such as the Community Energy Savings Programme and a follow up programme to Decent Homes. Funding mechanisms must be in place to enable households across all tenures to upgrade their homes.
A sustainable health system
5.1
A more sustainable NHS

Despite emphasising other organisations’ role in reducing health inequalities, the NHS will still have a vital role to play in realising the health system of the future. But the balance of the services it delivers and the ways in which it delivers them will have to change. Already, parts of the NHS are starting to take a more sustainable approach to health and health inequalities, with efforts to move to more community-based services, to lower its carbon footprint and to prevent problems rather than treat symptoms. A closer look at examples of these developments offers powerful lessons to the public sector in how an organisation can create a new, more sustainable vision of its remit and develop services and operations to match.

How services are delivered

Primary care
Primary care will have a vital role to play in creating a sustainable health system. International evidence suggests that a first contact primary care service – as in the UK – has multiple benefits. Universal access to primary care is associated with reduced inequalities in health outcomes and the quantity and quality of primary care is associated with lower and better use of hospitals. Health care systems with a greater orientation towards primary care are also associated with lower overall system costs. Whilst differing significantly from the UK’s free public health service model, insights from America can be useful. A study examining the relationship between primary care, income inequality and mortality in the US found that the impact of a greater primary care physician supply is greater in areas of high income inequality. The greater the supply of primary care physicians, the lower the total mortality, heart disease mortality, and stroke mortality at US county level. In 35 analyses dealing with differences between seven types of area and five rates of mortality (total, heart, cancer, stroke and infant), 28 found the greater the primary care physician supply, the lower the mortality.

To ensure a healthy, strong and just society, there must be equal provision of and access to health services across the UK. But currently there are 20 per cent more GPs per 100,000 people in the most affluent fifth of primary care trusts, in comparison to the poorest fifth. There is also evidence of an ‘inverse care law’ operating, with shorter consultations with working class patients and higher list sizes in poorer neighbourhoods.

An IPPR report entitled Public Services At The Crossroads explores British attitudes to public services and shows that the more affluent and better educated a person is, the greater the health benefits they gain from the NHS. Primary care policy needs to be developed to ensure that lower socio-economic groups – and particularly socially excluded groups (for example the homeless) – gain equal benefits from public services as higher socio-economic groups. Commissioning is an aspect of primary care trust activity with the potential to improve health by creating positive impacts on the determinants of health, as illustrated by NHS Manchester in the example of good practice below.

Community-based services
When it comes to a sustainable health system, there is a strong case for increasing community-based treatment services. ‘Care closer to home’ implies less distance to travel and fewer barriers to equal access, and is a robust model for ensuring long term viability of the health system. Much high-carbon hospital care can be undertaken in community settings, reducing the NHS’s carbon footprint.

Health visitors can take a strong role in leading and delivering initiatives such as the ‘Healthy Child Programme’ (for which there is a good evidence base) using a family-focused public health approach, or delivering intensive programmes for the most vulnerable children and families.

Another good example is the Family Nurse Partnerships, which have been shown to achieve significant and consistent short and long term improvements in the health and wellbeing of the most disadvantaged children and their families. The development of school health services is pivotal to the health and wellbeing of the school community, and could help to spread knowledge about public, as well as personal, health issues.
Work-based nursing services could play a more significant role in communicating child health messages and supporting employees as parents, with a particular focus on low income settings such as post offices, factories, and call centres.

But community based services, particularly health visiting, could also extend to include a ‘shift’ based option. Normalising community provision to 7am-10pm could work well for health visitors who have had to give up work because of their own childcare needs, and for working parents who lose income when they access day-time public services.

As well as health professional-led community services, social capital-based health promotion and intervention initiatives such as ‘community mothers’, formally identified ‘health trainers’ and the expert patient programme could be expanded, improving health and creating employment opportunities. Local authorities and the NHS can also support and sponsor ‘Sure Start’ programmes (the long term benefits of US ‘head start’ programme have been reported).

Self care
Enabling people with existing long term conditions to take care of themselves is a new and more sustainable approach to health service delivery. It puts individuals in charge of their own health care and reduces health inequalities. Personal health services have a relatively greater impact on severity (including disability and death) than on incidence of health problems, and severity is even more instrumental in health inequalities than incidence.

There is a very strong evidence base for the benefits of self care, suggesting a huge reduction in visits to GPs and in use of medicines, and up to 12:1 savings-cost ratio. Studies suggest that self-monitoring results in high levels of satisfaction, and medicines utilisation can improve by 30 per cent. It also represents a low-carbon care pathway.

Good Corporate Citizenship
The way the NHS operates, as well as the services it delivers, can have a powerful impact on reducing health inequalities and delivering sustainable development (see Section 3.2 Healthier people, healthier environment above).

Building on the strong case set out by the Kings Fund in Claiming the Health Dividend, the Choosing Health public health white paper (2004) set out the NHS’s role as a ‘good corporate citizen’. This term describes how NHS organisations can embrace sustainable development and tackle health inequalities by making sure that they are having a positive impact on the determinants of health through their day-to-day business, as set out in Figure 11 below.

There has been a growing recognition of the importance of sustainable development within the NHS. Over 50 per cent of all NHS trusts and primary care trusts have registered with the NHS Good Corporate Citizenship Assessment Model (www.corporatecitizen.nhs.uk). The NHS also established a Sustainable Development Unit and published an NHS Carbon Reduction Strategy in January 2009.

Such an assessment model need not apply solely to the NHS, but could be applied to all public sector organisations. And indeed to all private and voluntary sector organisations, too. Every organisation creates a host of direct and indirect impacts – social, environmental and economic – through its operations, and above its core product or service delivery. As part of sharing responsibility for health inequalities, every organisation involved will need to behave as a ‘good corporate citizen’, ensuring that its own operational choices support, rather than undermine, the transition to a more sustainable future for all.

Employment and skills, community engagement, transport, procurement, new buildings and facilities management are issues most organisations face. The following good practice examples from the NHS show how those issues can be managed for maximum co-benefits by any organisation.
NHS organisations can embrace sustainable development and tackle health inequalities by making sure they are having a positive impact on the determinants of health.

**ACTIVATE programme:** Developed by the University Hospital Birmingham in 2002, this programme focuses on entry level jobs and training for the unemployed in targeted disadvantaged areas. It works with partner NHS trusts to provide three weeks direct training followed by three weeks placement. In its first five years, ACTIVATE trained more than 600 people, with 65 per cent of participants gaining a job or moving on to further education.431

**Rushey Green Time Bank:** Rushey Green GP Practice in Catford, south London, is also a fully operational time bank – whereby members exchange skills using time rather than money as currency – with 55 individual members and five local organisations. Members have visited the GP less as a result of participation.432 One of its GPs, Dr Richard Byng says: “This alternative method of treatment has led to a lot of patients being taken off antidepressants. Too often in the past, doctors would give people drugs or nothing at all. Now we have this new method, and the results I have seen have been remarkable.”

**Cornwall NHS Food Programme:** This programme not only provides patients with healthy, nutritious meals, but has cut carbon emissions from road transport by two-thirds. Over 80 per cent of the trust’s food budget is now spent with local companies, with more than 40 per cent of that going on Cornish produce.433

**Green GP surgery:** The Plowright Surgery in Swaffham was built using a timber frame and low-energy, benign materials where possible. It has large overhanging eaves to prevent overheating in
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summer, and offers full accessibility for people using wheelchairs. It uses just 54 kWh of electricity and 90 kWh of gas per square metre per year, or 15.2 GJ/100m²; a third of Department of Health new build targets.

**Carbon Trust NHS Carbon Management Programme**

This programme was launched in 2006, and is now in the fourth year of operation. From the 42 trusts it has worked with, over 800,000 tonnes of annual CO₂ savings have been identified.

Implemented measures have already led to annual savings of over £20 million.

**Commissioning:** NHS Manchester includes clauses on good corporate citizenship in all its contract specifications. This communicates a strong message that good corporate citizenship is at the heart of providing quality healthcare, although further policy interventions could ensure a more comprehensive engagement with this agenda.

---

**Policy implications**

- **The percentage of NHS monies for all primary care services should be increased significantly and urgently, with the emphasis on equality of provision and care provided within the community.** The percentage of expenditure on prevention and public health services should be increased steadily year on year over the next 10 years, in line with the recommendation made in the SDC’s Breakthroughs report.\(^{436}\)

- **The Secretary of State for Health should report annually to Parliament on progress in reducing health inequalities and improving healthcare, and ensuring the long-term viability of the health system in the face of climate change and pressure on energy resources, with evidence of involving Local Strategic Partnerships.**

- **NHS and Social Services should explicitly account for improving the public’s health and health equity.** This would involve mechanisms such as:
  - PCTs and Social Care Departments (Adult and Children) to be judged according to outcome of Comprehensive Area Assessments
  - All Commissioners and Purchasers to be held to account for their contribution to reducing emissions of greenhouse gases
  - NHS organisations to report progress on Good Corporate Citizenship categories in their annual quality accounts, and social care organisations to report similar progress.
A sustainable health system based on prevention would support a long term reduction in health inequalities, building on and strengthening the social model of health and delivering environmental benefits. Aspects of such an approach include: promoting wellbeing for all; focusing on preventing illness; valuing the human resources involved in health and care; promoting low-carbon living; and judging success in terms of medium and long-term effects on society, the environment and the economy.

In order to achieve this, the concept of preventative and public health must be expanded beyond the current narrow definition of ill health prevention by the NHS. The NHS cannot single-handedly improve the health of the population, certainly not if it means tackling the complex causes of ill health (see Section 3.3 Prevention and co-benefits: Promoting health and sustainable development).

As the research evidence throughout this report overwhelmingly demonstrates, for a preventative approach to health inequalities to take root, ownership for health issues must be spread beyond health professionals and indeed, at times, even beyond the public sector eg. private sector workplace transport schemes and health advice.

But our evidence about the co-benefits available from adopting a sustainable, preventative approach to reducing health inequalities suggests that, rather than an additional burden, such an approach is a successful way of making budgets work harder and achieving wide-ranging improvements in health, environmental and economic terms.

Systematic methods of engagement need to be developed between the NHS and regional development agencies, local and regional government and social care, with a range of different sectors and services working together – education, employment, planning, housing, benefits, transport, sport and leisure, and environment.

Spatial Planning for Health Guidance being developed by NICE and aimed at local authorities and PCTs exemplifies the approach needed, recognising the impact spatial planning could have by addressing the wider determinants of health. Encouragingly, such smart partnership working has already begun to happen in cities such as Bristol.

Funded by NHS Bristol and monitored by the city’s local strategic partnership, a new post has been created placing the first public health expert in the country in a council transport department in Bristol City Council’s City Development directorate.

This part time post is to help planners and transport engineers understand how they influence public health challenges such as obesity, mental health and cardiovascular disease, and how they can create environments which encourage people to walk or cycle instead of driving cars.

The post also contributes health evidence to transport consultations and bids and helps facilitate programmes for Bristol’s Department of Public Health to reduce injuries and fatalities on the roads.
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